Maverics Telephonic interview questions

Java questions:
1. Difference between immutable string n mutable string
2. What is interface, Can we create object for interface
3. Tell about collection
4. Difference between list n set
5. What is generics
6. What is constructor, where u used in your project

Selenium questions

Framework questions
1. Explain POM with project folder structure
2. Explain cucumber
3. In which situation u prefer implicit wait
4. where you used list in selenium

Round 2
1. Tell about yourself n automation experience
2. Explain cucumber, where you use junit
3. what is unit Test
4. Which methodology r u following, when u start scripts
5. Write a program to add integer values in array
6. Write a method which return boolean as true if the passed parameter as prime number
7. What is thread
8. Difference between run n start method
9. What is the use of volatile method
10. Difference between implicit n explicit wait